Health & Physical Education Menu I
A

B
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D
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Mindfulness

Mindful
Breathing

Mindful Walk

Body Scan

Mindful Eating

Heartbeat
Exercise

Active Living Outdoors

Instructions: Each day choose from the options below. Enjoy as many or as few as you have time for.

Fitness Fun!

Kilometer Club

Scavenger
Hunt

Kilometer Club

Water Bottle
Bowling

Healthy Living

Movement
Competence

Active Living
Indoors

Track number of
steps or kilometers
travelled. Keep a
chart. How long
will it take you to
complete a
marathon?
Balloon Volleyball
How long can you
and a partner
volley a balloon
without it
touching the
ground?
Keep Track!

Alphabet
Workout

Balance

Simon Says

Click the image
for more details:

See Column B

Repurpose water
bottles and enjoy
a game of
backyard
bowling!
Animal Walks
Act out
your favourite
animal by walking,
swimming,
hopping, or
slithering around
the room!

Bedsheet
Parachute
Using a small
bedsheet, work
together to shake
rolled up socks off
the sheet!

Yoga

Target Time

Hopscotch
Click the image for
more details:

Cosmic Kids Yoga
Yoga For Kids!
10 Minute Chair
Yoga

Participation
&
Motivation
Click here and
take a moment
to reflect on the
3 questions
posed…

Mental Wellness
Click on the
following website
for mental health
information:
https://smhassist.ca/emhc/
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Have a
Gratitude
Attitude!

Healthy and
Unhealthy Foods
for Your Teeth

Jot down 3 things
you are thankful
for and why.
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Can you name 3
foods that are
healthy and 3
foods that are
unhealthy for
your teeth?

Aim and use an
overhand throw
to try and hit
the target!

Sugar Sugar!
List 5 food items
that contain
natural sugar
and 5 foods that
have added
sugar.
Click here
for ideas!

May 25, 2020 – May 29, 2020

Please click on this Icon, wherever you see it, to access Indigenous content.

Mindful Breathing

Instructions:
• You may sit or stand for this activity
• Put both hands on your belly
• Close your eyes or look down to your hands.
• Take three slow deep breaths in and out to see if you can feel your hands being moved.
• You may like to count “1, 2, 3” for each breath in and “1, 2, 3” for each breath out, pausing
slightly at the end of each exhale.
• Think about how the breath feels, answering the following questions silently, in their mind.
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

What is moving your hands? Is it the air filling your lungs?
Can you feel the air moving in through your nose?
Can you feel it moving out through your nose?
Does the air feel a little colder on the way in and warmer on the way out?
Can you hear your breath?
What does it sound like?

• Breathe slowly for 5 minutes
https://www.teachstarter.com/au/blog/classroom-mindfulness-activities-for-children/
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Mindful Walk
Begin your walk:
•

As you begin, walk at a natural pace. Place your
hands wherever comfortable: on your belly,
behind your back, or at your sides. If you find it
useful, you can count steps up to 10, and then
start back at one again. If you’re in a small space,
as you reach ten, pause, and with intention,
choose a moment to turn around.

•

With each step, pay attention to the lifting and
falling of your foot. Notice movement in your legs
and the rest of your body. Notice any shifting of
your body from side to side. Whatever else
captures your attention, come back to the
sensation of walking. Your mind will wander, so
without frustration, guide it back again as many
times as you need. Particularly outdoors, maintain
a larger sense of the environment around you,
taking it all in, staying safe and aware.

During your walk:
•

Now for a few minutes, expand your attention to
sounds. Whether you’re indoors, in the woods, or
in a city, pay attention to sounds without labeling
or naming, or getting caught up in whether you
find them pleasant or unpleasant. Notice sounds as
nothing more or less than sound.

•

Shift your awareness to your sense of smell. Again,
simply notice. Don’t push or force yourself to feel
anything at all, just bring attention to the sense of
smell, whatever you discover.

•

Now, move to vision: colors and objects and
whatever else you see. Patiently coming back each
time something grabs your attention, or even if
something needs addressing, like avoiding an
obstacle. Staying natural, not overly rigid, not
daydreaming and drifting, but with sustained
awareness.

•

Keep this open awareness of everything around
you, wherever you are. Nothing to do, nothing to
fix, nothing to change. Fully aware, and walking.

Ending your walk:

•

In the last moments, come back to awareness of
the physical sensations of walking, wherever else
your mind found itself throughout the practice.
Notice your feet again touching the ground. Notice
again the movements in your body with each step.

•

When you’re ready to end your walking
meditation, stand still for a moment again.
Pausing, choose a moment to end the practice. As
you finish, consider how you might bring this kind
of awareness into the rest of your day.

https://www.mindful.org/daily-mindful-walking-practice/
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https://www.teachstarter.com/au/blog/classroom-mindfulness-activities-for-children/
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http://internationalbeautyclinics.com/emotional-eating/zomt-mindful-eating-exercis/
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Heartbeat Exercise
o Have your child jump up and down in place
or do jumping jacks for one minute

o When finished, have your child sit down and
put a hand over his/her heart. Instruct your
child to close their eyes and pay attention to
their heartbeat and their breathing as well.

https://confidentcounselors.com/2019/04/16/middle-school-mindfulness-activities/
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https://www.ndisd.net/apps/classes/show_class.jsp?classREC_ID=968986
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Kilometer Club
Date

Upper Canada District School Board

Goal:
Walk 42 km
to reach a
marathon
distance!

Distance
Km or Steps
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Total
Distance or Steps
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Water Bottle Bowling
Fill 10 water bottles with water and enjoy
a game of backyard bowling!
Materials:
• 10 large or small plastic bottle with caps
• One heavy ball
• Water
• Food colouring (optional)

Instructions:
• Fill plastic bottles with water and secure cap
(add less water for lighter pins)
*If desired, add food colouring to water
• Arrange water bottles in traditional bowling pin format
(see diagram)
• From a distance of approximately 10 feet or more, roll ball
and try to knock over as many pins as possible
• For a more competitive game, add point values to each pin
and keep score as pins get knocked down!

https://reusegrowenjoy.com/kids-outside-activity-plastic-bottle-bowling/
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Outdoor Scavenger Hunt
Get outside and see if you can find
an item for every letter of the alphabet!

https://www.pocketot.com/product/nature-scavenger-hunt-activity/
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Balloon Volleyball
•
•
•
•

Arrange everyone into a circle, alternating adults and children where
possible
Using an air inflated balloon (not helium), try to keep it in the air as
long as you can
Instead of being a competition to see who wins, this is a cooperative
game that requires everyone to communicate and move to see how
long they can keep playing
Options to make the game more challenging could include having
everyone stand on one leg, only use their head (works best with a
highly inflated balloon), or hitting the balloon then calling the name
of another player to be the next to hit

Extensions & Considerations:
• Another type of balloon game is more competitive: playing volleyball
with the balloon over a net or line on the floor
• Arrange equal teams on either side of the line/net and try to prevent
the balloon from hitting the ground on the side you are standing on
while trying to have the balloon hit the ground on the opposing
team's side
• Add some rice or beads into the balloon to create sound

http://www.checkyourhealth.org/pdf/workouts/Balloon%20Volleyball.pdf
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https://www.730sagestreet.com/name-workout/
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Animal Walks

How to play:
• Ask each child what their favorite animal is, for
example, a cat, fish, snake, or gerbil
• Have each child act out their favorite animal by
walking, swimming, hopping, or slithering around the
room
• Every 15-30 seconds, change the animal to
something different from before
• Have races between children and parents while
walking like an animal
http://www.checkyourhealth.org/pdf/workouts/Animal%20Walks.pdf
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Bedsheet Parachute
Have each family member hold onto an edge of a small bedsheet
and toss a pair of rolled up socks into the middle of the sheet. Time
how many seconds it takes to work together to shake the rolled up
socks off the sheet.
After five attempts, determine your quickest time for shaking off the
socks.
Challenge: Add multiple pairs of rolled up socks to the top of the
sheet. How does this change the amount of time required to shake
the socks off the bedsheet?

https://www.cbc.ca/parents/play/view/10-games-to-play-inside-that-get-kids-moving
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Balance Poses
Requirements
•No equipment required

Instructions
1.Either indoors or outdoors, show your child a balance pose, and
encourage your child to imitate you as you hold the pose.
2.Stand up on the tips of your toes, arms stretched straight overhead.
3.Stand on one leg, other leg bent at the knee, arms raised straight
sideways like wings.
4.Stand on one leg, arms raised straight sideways like wings, bend
forward at the waist, and lift rear leg (airplane pose).
5.Stand on all fours, head down, rear in the air (downward dog pose in
yoga).
6.From all fours, raise and hold one leg high in the air.
7.From all fours, raise and hold one arm high in the air.
* Adjust the difficulty of the pose according to age and ability of your
child.
* Invent other balance poses together—use your imagination!
Variations
•Whenever you pose standing on one leg or one hand, be sure to
repeat the same pose standing on the other leg or hand (develop
ambidexterity).
Benefits
This activity develops coordination and balance.
https://activeforlife.com/activity/balance-poses_63/
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Simon Says!

http://drpatriciamd.com/workout-wednesday-simon-says-fitness-game/
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Hopscotch
Requirements
•A hopscotch grid or chalk to draw one
•A bean bag, small stick or rock to use as a marker
Instructions
1.Line up in front of the hopscotch grid.
2.First in line tosses the marker onto square 1.
3.Hop over square 1 and hop through all the other squares on one foot.
4.At the end of the grid, turn around and hop all the way back on one foot.
5.Pause to pick up the marker from the square.
6.Finish hopping back to the start.
7.Throw the marker into square 2 and go again.
8.Repeat until you have done the hopscotch grid with the marker in every
square.
NOTE: When you see two free squares side by side, you land one
foot in each square at the same time before continuing on one foot.
RULE: If a player steps into the square with the marker, touches any
lines, or touches the ground with any body part other than the one
foot, that player starts again at square 1.
Variations
•Try different hopping actions to go through the course (alternate foot, feet
together, hopping backwards, etc.)
•Make up your own hopscotch grid if chalk is available
https://activeforlife.com/activity/hopscotch_15/
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TARGET TIME!
Materials: Paper, markers, soft throwing objects (e.g., bean
bags or socks)
Learning Outcome: Demonstrate how to overhand throw and
practice throwing for accuracy.
Description:
Use paper to create two different targets and post them on a
wall or place them somewhere on the floor or ground 3-6
metres apart if possible. Modify the size of the playing area to
fit the available space. Ensure safety hazards are moved out
of the way before beginning the activity.
Review how to perform the overhand throw movement skill
or refer to Movement Skills Cues to support you. Start by
standing by one of the targets. Ask the child to throw the
object aiming for the other target. If there is more than one
player, all players throw one at a time, and the player who
throws closest to the target scores a point.
Players retrieve their throwing object
from the first target and turn around
to throw their object at the other target.

https://phecanada.ca/activate/phe-home-learning-centre/physical-education-activities
https://activeforlife.com/activity/target-throwing_36/
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Participation & Motivation Reflection

https://sportforlife.ca/wp-content/uploads//2019/04/Indigenous-Communities-Active-For-Life_WEB_Mar2019.pdf
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https://healthpoweredkids.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/15256_Sugar.pdf
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